Convert existing locker store and toilets to an outdoor terrace, opening views through to gymnasium and theatre, and linking pathways.
1. Entry and Street Presence
Define a sense of entry and clear link to the primary circulation path through the school campus
Primary entry along Mahoneys Road - Public access
- Consolidate the existing landscape as an avenue of trees with dedicated pedestrian path
- Provide a landscape element that links the outdoor sports grounds with the campus and improves pedestrian safety across the main driveway and carpark
Secondary entry along Hawthorn Road, Private/Student access
- Define a drop off / pick up area through landscape
- Provide secondary parking area for student use

2. Lateral Links
Link north and south courtyards between building blocks via primary and secondary outdoor pathways
- Modify existing covered paths and walkways forming a new undulating landscape that negotiates changes in levels, connects courtyards and buildings, and unites the campus
- Distinguish between compliant graded paths, and integrated stepped landscape features

3. Interior to Exterior Connectivity
Enhance multiple lateral connections between building and external circulation paths, courtyards and garden landscapes
- Increase indoor and outdoor connections to views and light
- Improve and upgrade access to outdoor learning spaces, terraces, landscaped gardens, primary and secondary paths

4. Later Years Study Precinct
Provide a new Later Years Study Precinct for Senior Students
- Re-purpose Block N to develop a new Later Years Study Precinct for Year 10 to 12 students
- Update and enhance functionality of the space
- Provide connection to external landscaping and secondary entry

5. Administration and Entry
Upgrade and enhance visibility of entry and administration offices
- Refurbish administration offices in line with the school leadership structure and to reflect the contemporary pedagogy in the school
- Modify office layout to support a collaborative style of working
- Upgrade functionality and update presentation of the front of house reception and entry to enhance public perception of the College

6. Wellbeing centre
Provide a new wellbeing centre
- Re-purpose spaces within Block F to develop a new wellbeing centre that fosters positive education in alignment with the new school strategic plan

7. Sports Gymnasium and Theatre
Consolidate and enhance the sports and theatre facilities, and improve connectivity to outdoor circulation pathways
- Reconfigure and upgrade the gymnasium foyer, change rooms and toilets to support and enhance the Elite Sports Program
- Improve visual links and access paths from the campus through to the gymnasium and theatre
- Enhance public interface to the gymnasium and theatre via transition gardens and terraces that link pedestrians to primary and secondary circulation, and which are clearly defined as separate from the main driveway traffic

8. Year 7 Learning Centre
Provide a new Year 7 Learning Centre
- Re-purpose spaces within Block N to develop a new dedicated Year 7 enquiry based learning centre
- Create open and flexible spaces for integrated learning

9. General Improvements
Address general maintenance and compliance upgrades across the school campus
- Refurbish student toilets across the campus
- Modify circulation paths to provide compliant disability access
- Demolition of dilapidated buildings, scheduled for removal commencing 2015-2018